Viral channel forming proteins (VCPs) have been discovered in the late 70s and are found in many viruses to date. Usually they are small and have to assemble to form channels which depolarize the lipid membrane of the host cells. Structural information is just about to emerge for just some of them. Thus, computational methods play a pivotal role in generating plausible structures which can be used in the drug development process. In this review the accumulation of structural data is introduced from a historical perspective. Computational performances and their predictive power are reported guided by biological questions such as the assembly, mechanism of function and drug-protein interaction of VCPs. An outlook of how coarse grained simulations can contribute to yet unexplored issues of these proteins is given. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Membrane Proteins edited by J.C. Gumbart and Sergei Noskov.
Introduction
Bridging computation and experiments implies that there are two independent worlds each of which delivers information by itself but mutually supports the overall investigations on a subject, here a protein.
Computational results help to predict and need verification from experiments. It is the view however, that based on high quality computational developments, computational modeling should also be seen as a source for delivering of smart 'suggestions' which need to be 'matched' with experiments.
Historical perspective
Evidence for the existence of proteins encoded by viruses which alter membrane permeability has been reported for the first time in the late 70s [1, 2] . It had been found that synthesis of host proteins in cells invaded by viruses is lowered in order to allow viral protein synthesis to occur. This finding has been called the 'shut-off phenomenon'. The cause of this phenomenon was attributed to 'coat proteins' causing an alteration of ion gradients within the infected cell which gave rise to speak about a 'membrane leakage-model': proteins must exist which form 'small pores in the lipid bilayer through which ions could diffuse freely' [1] .
In the 90s, proteins which alter membrane permeability were identified for a series of viruses such as 2B and 3A of polio virus [3] , 6K protein of Semliki Forest virus [4] , M2 of influenza A [5, 6] and Vpu of HIV-1 [7, 8] . Since then the number of identified and proposed channel proteins has risen (see reviews [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). Identification of altered membrane permeability by the VCPs is mostly based on in vitro experiments. An immediate correlation of protein activity within the cell is unambiguously established only for very few of them.
The outcome of most of the in vitro studies is that the channels formed by the VCPs lack sophisticated gating behavior and a high selectivity. All together it seems that some of the VCPs form pores which are, to some extent, selective similar to the host ion channels. Other VCPs show characteristics like toxins by simply enabling unselective permeability for even small molecules. Experimental data support a channelpore dualism [16] . Based on these facts the VCPs are evidently termed as viroporins. Usually membrane proteins with beta barrel motif for the transmembrane domain are termed as 'porins'. However, as shown below, such a motif is not reported for any of the VCPs so far.
Structural information about the VCPs is gradually emerging due to the fact that they are small and embedded within the lipid membrane [12] (Table 1) . Spear headers in respect to availability of structural information are M2 of influenza A and Vpu of HIV-1 most recently followed by p7 of hepatitis C virus. This feature is in line with the importance of the VCPs being potential drug targets. Nevertheless most of the structural information is limited to the TMDs of the VCPs and in the case of Vpu it includes also solely the cytoplasmic domain. Most recently a synthetic peptide corresponding to the extramembrane N terminal side of M2 has been crystallized in contact with a monoclonal antibody [17] . The structure can be regarded as a good approximation to the 'in vivo' structure of M2.
For many of the VCPs, channel function is reported to be nonessential [15] . In the case of Vpu it is not even identified whether a channel function is needed at all in the infectivity cycle of the virus [18] .
As a drug target, the VCPs are just emerging as potential candidates since for many viruses they are not essential for survival. Therefore most of these proteins are classified as 'auxiliary' proteins. M2 from influenza A, the first VCP to be detected, has also been the target for the very first ever developed antivirals. At this moment only a hand full of other drugs are tested against VCPs. One drug is explored in clinical trials to combat HCV/HIV-1 targeting p7/Vpu. Difficulties in getting structure information, an essential prerequisite for effective drug development, foster the low attractiveness in drug development.
Another facet in the function of these viral channel forming proteins is the fact that, starting with Vpu of HIV, host factors are identified, with which the VCPs interact to steer the cells towards improved viral replication [19] . Recently a VCP of human papillomavirus, E5, has entered the league of VCPs [20] . Until then E5 had been identified as to interact with a series of host factors. Also p7 of HCV is proposed to interact with host proteins whereas experimental data identify large scale interactions with other membrane proteins of its own genome. At this moment these interactions may open a route for the development of conceptually novel drugs targeting the VCPs [21] .
Low selectivity together with dual functionality, as VCP and steering molecule, supports the rather obscure characterization of these types of biomolecules being plastic and highly dynamic multi-tasking membrane proteins.
A solution to the bottle neck imposed by structural virology and the fuzziness of their mechanical behavior is to enroll into computational approaches which help to answer academic questions and support the drug development process. The intention of this review is to focus on computational modeling as the source of information.
Structural information from experimental techniquesa survey
At this stage it is the intention to survey and illuminate the structural ( Table 2 ) and computational research on the VCPs. For more detailed information about the molecular biological features the reader may be referred to excellent reviews available in the literature, e.g. [13, 15] . Structural information forms the cradle of computational modeling.
The very first structural information about a VCP was given for a synthetic peptide corresponding to the TMD of M2 of influenza A using CD spectroscopy [22] (Table 1) . A helical motif has been identified. Solid state NMR spectroscopic experiments, also based on synthetic peptides corresponding to the TMD of M2, proposed a defined tilt of the peptide and left-handedness of the putative tetrameric bundle [23] . Also FTIR spectroscopic measurements on similar peptides supported the tetrameric assembly [24] . In a series of solid state NMR spectroscopic investigations using synthetic constructs [25] or expressed peptides [26, 27] precise orientations of side chains of tryptophan and the essential histidines were obtained and an elaborate model of the mechanics of proton movement was established [25] [26] [27] .
The M2 protein in its tetrameric state was also identified using solution NMR spectroscopy [28] (Fig. 1) . At the same time X-ray spectroscopic data were available [29] (Fig. 1 ). All data sets reveal the left-handed nature of the helical assembly and also support the notation that the TMDs can form the assembly independent of the extramembrane domains. And following up on this, a full protein structure of M2 neither in its monomeric nor in its tetrameric form is available.
In a series of structural experiments the location of drugs such as amantadine [30] (2KQT), [29] (3C9J) and rimantadine [28] (2RLF), [31] (2LJC) and other drugs, e.g. amantadine derivatives [32] (2LY0), and [33] (2MUV) has been investigated.
The next VCP in line is Vpu of HIV-1 for which structural information has become available. Its cytoplasmic domain has been expressed in E. coli [34] or synthesized [35, 36] and used in CD spectroscopic and solution NMR experiments. Later the structure was refined by expressed E. coli protein reconstituted into detergent micelles of DPC [37] (Fig. 1 ). The structure represents an improvement since in the studies reported earlier the VCPs have been resolved either in TFE containing solution [35, 36] or in buffer of high salt concentration (500 mM sodium sulfate) [34] . What all structural studies have Table 1 Timeline of the emergence of structural information of the VCPs. F = FTIR, H = hypothesized, CD = circular dichroism, N = NMR, E = EM, X = X-ray, D = drug, fl = full length protein, sgl = single TMD. in common is the fact that the two serines at positions 52 and 56 are not phosphorylated as found in vivo. NMR spectroscopic investigations of the cytoplasmic domain, Vpu , when phosphorylated and recorded in the presence of DPC reveal no major structural changes compared to the unphosphorylated form [37, 38] . In contrast, NMR spectroscopic investigations with a synthetically derived shorter cytoplasmic fragment, Vpu , recorded in TFE containing solution indicate a structural change of the phosphorylated Vpu 41-62 towards its C-terminal side [39] . Solid state NMR spectroscopic data of the TMD of Vpu identified a helical motif for this part of the protein [40, 41] . The TMD is comprised of two segments connected by some residues, e.g. Ile-17, which are showing large dynamics in the spectra [42] . In addition ssNMR reveals that the second helix is aligning along the membrane surface [43, 44] . The oligomeric state of peptides corresponding to the TMD of Vpu is proposed to be tetra-and pentameric [42] . Most recently, a full length unphosphorylated Vpu structure is reported from solution NMR spectroscopy (PDB ID: 2N28) when reconstituted into DHPC (1,2dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine) [45] (Fig. 1 ). In this structure the cytoplasmic domain is found in a U-shape form, identified to be highly flexible and the third helix being positioned within the lipid membrane.
The overall structure of Vpu is controversial in respect to the cytoplasmic domain. The structural models show the domain in either a more compact [34, 37, 38] or a more elongated structure [35, 45] . In the latter case, the third helix of Vpu is proposed to be flexible and is positioned either above [35] or within the lipid membrane [45] .
Structural information with any drug is not available at the PDB. However, contact amino acids between the TMDs of Vpu and BST-2 are mapped using solid state NMR spectroscopy [46] .
Overall, the structure of Vpu is that of a short unstructured N terminus, a helical TMD, and a cytoplasmic part composed of a helix-turn-helix motif with the first helix of this motif supposed to be membrane attached. The oligomeric state based on structural data may not exceed a pentamer.
Polytopic topology of p7 of HCV with two TMDs has been confirmed using solid state NMR spectroscopy [47, 48] and solution NMR spectroscopy [49] [50] [51] (Fig. 1) . These studies reflect structural information at the monomeric level using sequences of GT 1b either expressed by E. coli [47, 48, 50, 51] or derived from SPPS [49] . Protein p7 can be seen to consist of two membrane spanning segments. One of the segments is fragmented into smaller helical units which are separated by a very short dynamical unit [47] [48] [49] [50] . A bundle structure consisting of six monomers could be resolved by solution NMR spectroscopy of a viral ion channel for the first time using the amino acid sequence of p7 of GT 5a with some mutations at non-conserved positions to improve protein stability expressed in E. coli [52] . The structure of this bundle does not fit into the picture of somehow aligned monomeric units with antiparallel aligned TMDs but rather illuminates an intercalated clamp-like assembly in which one monomer connects with the fourth monomer (i + 3 motif). The overall architecture is that of a funnel with a larger loop-like region than proposed by aforementioned models. Thus, in the case of p7 it seems that GT specificity of the sequence may result in GT specific structures.
Features of p7 bundles have been derived using transmission EM. Cross-linked p7 of GT 1b expressed in HepG2 cells assembles into hexamers [53] . The same p7 strain expressed with a FLAG-tag expressed in E. coli delivers a heptameric assembly [54] . In a more recent study, p7 of GT 2a obtained from SPPS appears as a 'flower-shaped' bundle [55] . The orientation of the antiparallel aligned monomer within the shape of the EM density map is proposed with the two termini towards the wider section of the density map. Table 2 Structural features of the VCPs placed in the PDB (www.rcsb.org) denoted by their PDB ID. 'NED' and 'CED' stand for 'N-' and 'C-terminal extramembrane domain'.
Protein N-terminal TMD C-terminal Technique
Vpu monomer 2GOF and 2GOH [129] ssNMR monomer 2JPX (mutant A18H [130] ) monomer 1PJE [42] tetramer 1PI8 and pentamer 1PI7 [42] for structural information not available in the PDB see [39, 43] ; FTIR [89] 1VPU [34] solution NMR 2K7Y [37] 2 N29 [45] for structural information not available in the PDB see [35] Full length unphosphorylated Vpu 2 N28 [45] Solution NMR, P7
No TMD2: 2K8J [49] No CED solution NMR NED Monomer: 3ZD0 [51] , 2MTS [50] solution NMR Hexameric bundle: 2M6X [52] solution NMR for structural information not available in the PDB see [47, 48] bundle from EM:
Tetramer: -2KWX V27A mutant [131] solution NMR -2KQT [30] + AMA ssNMR and computer modeling -3LBW [115] crystal structure -2RLF [28] 
solution NMR -2LJB, 2LJC AM2-BM2 chimera [31] solution NMR -2KAD [134] ss NMR -2H95 [135] ss NMR -2L0J [136] ss NMR -1NYJ [25] ss NMR Monomer -1MP6 [137] ss NMR Investigations on ligand-protein p7 interactions are based on solid state NMR spectroscopy (amantadine, NN-DNJ, HMA) [50] and solution NMR spectroscopy (amantadine) [52] .
Protein p7 seems to adopt GT specific structural features in respect to its tertiary fold and possibly also to its quaternary structure. It is most likely that the protein can be modeled as a hexameric bundle. It is so far the only VCP for which a bundle structure is available for its full length protein.
Experimental studies on E5 of HPV have delivered controversial results. While an early study using FTIR spectroscopy proposes high helical content of peptides including the putative TMD sequences [56] , a CD spectroscopy investigation also on peptides corresponding to the [138] , 3BKD [29] , 2RLFsol [28] ), Vpu of HIV-1 (PDB IDs: 1PI7 [42] , 2K7Y [37] ) and p7 of HCV (PDB IDs: 2K8J [49] , 3ZD0 [51] , 2M6X [52] , 2MTS [50] ) in the PDB. Structure 3BKD is the only structure derived from X-ray crystallography.
identified TMDs results to the presence of considerable β-sheet contents of the peptides [57] . In both experiments peptides have been dissolved in TFE.
Bridging from experiments to structure via computation

Obtaining structure from computation
Experiments form the ultimate source of structural information. Nevertheless, in silico approaches can also be pursued to derive relevant structural information especially when experimental data recording remains difficult. A basic necessity for any computational technique is the primary structure of the relevant protein which can only be achieved by experiments. With the primary structure at hand alignment programs can be fed to derive information about how much other organisms use the same sequence for the same purpose.
One of the earliest predictions of secondary structural elements, especially helices is reported in 1965 [58] . The amino acid sequence of myoglobin and hemoglobin is analyzed for patterns which are responsible for helices to end, when comparing with information from crystal structure. Similarly, prediction programs are available especially to predict TMDs of the VCPs (see. e.g. [59] ).
Prediction programs in connection with the VCPs have been used to identify TMDs when novel proteins are identified. For the bitopic proteins M2 of influenza A [60] and Vpu of HIV [61] the Kyte-Doolittle index of hydrophobicity [62] has been applied. Similarly for the E5 protein of HPV the same index has been adopted to mention a trimodal hydrophobic structure [63] . Polytopic protein p7 of HCV with 2 TMD has been suggested to be so based on experimental data of cleavage products [64] and predicted [65] on the bases of hydrophobicity analysis using the Hopp-Wood indices [66] . The two TMDs of 2B from polio/ coxsackie virus are proposed [67] by calculating the mean hydrophobic moment and hydrophobicity of an 11-residue window according to [68] .
From primary to secondary structure
In the case of M2 of influenza A, the first structural model of the tetrameric bundle with helical motif for the TMDs is proposed on the bases on the amphiphilic character of the TMD and its sidedness as well as escape mutations identified within the hydrophilic side of the proposed helical motif [69] . Since the proposal has quickly been experimentally confirmed [22] , early computational modeling data could rely on this information [70] .
In analogy to the findings for M2, literally ahead of experimental verification in 1999 [40] , the secondary structure of Vpu was assumed to be helical and structure based MD simulations performed [71] . In the need of assembling to form an ion conducting channel a helical motif has been assumed as the most likely structural motif. One of the earliest structural predictions was made for the cytoplasmic domain of Vpu suggesting a helix-turn-helix motif by using 'in-house' developed software [72] . In the case of p7, secondary structure prediction programs for membrane proteins form the bases for definition of the helical motif [73] prior to experimental verification [47, 49] (Fig. 2) .
Currently, there are several bundle models available based on the knowledge of the primary sequence of the TMD and the oligomeric state of the protein in its putative functional form. The detected two TMDs of 2B of polio/coxsackie virus have been immediately interpreted as to adopt a helical motif based on sided amphiphilicity in a helical projection [67, 74] . Computer based structural models do exist waiting for experimental verification [75] . Protein 3a of SARS-CoV has been identified [76] and consequently modeled in a tetrameric form with 3 TMDs forming the monomer [77] .
Despite earlier controversial structural data, E5 of HPV is modeled with its three TMD in a helical motif as a hexamer on the basis on topology prediction programs [20] . The hexameric bundle is used in a drug screening experiment.
From secondary to tertiary and quaternary structure
Once the secondary structure of the viral proteins is identified, the next steps depend on the topology of the protein. In the case of bitopic proteins, the helices can be consequently aligned into a barrel stave model (Fig. 2) . In the case of polytopic proteins, the helices need to be arranged into a monomeric model prior to assembling into a bundle model.
As described by the barrel-stave model a pore in a membrane is due to the assembly of the peptides into a cyclic arrangement held together by inter-peptide interactions [78, 79] . Especially in the case of bitopic VCPs it is tempting to assume a similar arrangement of the bundle. A competing model for pore formation is the toroidal model [78, 79] in which the peptides form a pore 'together with the lipids'. Such a pore would have lipids facing the lumen and it is anticipated that this kind of pore should not exhibit high selectivity as well as eventually sophisticated gating behavior of the VCPs.
The preference for the former arrangement of the VCPs is based on early channel recording data on M2 of influenza A [5, 80] and Vpu of HIV-1 [7, 8] which show distinct conductance levels. Early modeling of the assembly of the TMDs to form a pore and work thereafter has followed this concept [71, 81] . The overall weak ion selectivity found for any of these VCPs may not fully exclude the toroidal model. Modeling of the toroidal feature is still a challenge with many ambiguities.
Early assembly protocols have used ideal helical structures, copied them around a central axis and performed an assessment of the bundle structure based on the hydrophobicity potential [70] or RMSD after short energy minimization steps [82] . This protocol forms the basis for the assembly of bitopic VCPs such as Vpu [71, 83] , M2 of influenza A [70, 81, 84] and NB of influenza B [85] . Conformational search was limited on the bases of knowledge-based architectural constrains such as that hydrophilic residues within the hydrophobic slab should point into the center of a putative pore. The first model of the polytopic p7 with two TMDs was generated by using a full 360°rotational search of the two TMDs to form the monomer and the consequent 6 monomers arranged around a pseudo six-fold axis to form the hexamer according to the above mentioned protocol [73] . In addition available docking software, e.g. DOT and GRAMM, has been used to cross-check the results.
Extended protocols have been developed thereafter based on a fine grained screening of conformational space when assembling the helices in a bundle like arrangement [86] . The concept of the screening is that the Cα atoms are moved during the individual steps screening distance, rotation and tilt. Side chains are imposed at each position and after short energy minimization the potential energy of the respective structure is obtained using the AMBER96 force field. Scoring can be done by monitoring the energy landscape and picking the structure with the lowest energy.
The protocol is now extended to screen conformational space also of heterologous TMD assemblies as needed when generating the monomeric unit of polytopic VCPs [77] . With this protocol, models of p7 Fig. 2 . Flow-chart of the computational modeling of bitopic and polytopic membrane proteins. In the first step the TMDs of are predicted by using secondary structure prediction programs (e.g. MemBrain [139] , TMPRED [140] , DAS [141] , TMHMM [142] , TOPPRED2 [143] , SOSUI [144] , HMMTOP [145] , JPRED3 [146] , PHDtm [147] ). The results of the predicting helical motifs (indicated as '*') can be aligned to decide the length of the TMD used in the follow-up protocol. The TMDs can then be modeled as helices. In this case, the two TMDs, green and red, are shown for p7 of HCV. The dark blue ends are non-helical extramembrane regions. The loop region, connecting the two TMDs is drawn in black. The two individual TMDs will be docked by screening distance, tilt and rotational angles using a force field based scoring function. In a consecutive step, the polytopic monomer then needs to be docked to form the respective oligomer. [87, 88] as well as models of 3a of SARS-CoV which contains three TMDs per monomer [77] have been generated.
In another protocol, putative bundle structures of M2 of influenza A and Vpu of HIV-1 have been assessed by comparison of tilt angles with values derived from FTIR spectroscopy [24, 89] . Energy minimization at each position have been done by short MD simulations. The search space however, has been be limited based on constraints derived from the experimental data.
The principles of prepositioning ideal helices around a central axis to generate a bundle based on known architectures are generally used if knowledge-based architectural constraints allow to do so as in the case of Vpu [90, 91] . These bundle models are then used in classical [90] or REMD simulations [91] to address mechanical features. In other studies, e.g. on p7, the tertiary structure was modeled along these lines but the structure of the monomer was based on experimental (NMR) data [92] .
Generating the models using a fine grained conformational search protocol in combination with force field based scoring is an established route to generate first hand models of assembled VCPs. In the case of M2 as well as Vpu, experimental data from NMR spectroscopy support the parallel alignment of the helices. In the case of p7 some controversies have arisen. While solid state NMR data confirm the modeled data using the described protocol, recent solution NMR spectroscopic data of p7 identify a bundle architecture which would be difficult to model using the protocols mentioned so far.
Computational derived models and their matches with experimental data
A series of models of tetrameric M2 of influenza A have been generated by in silico methods and used in MD simulations. [84, 93] . In these models, hydrophilic residues of M2 including the important residue His-17 align at one side of the helix so that the tetramer adopts a plausible pore architecture. Comparison of the bundles of M2 with experimental data shows very good matches [94] .
In the case of Vpu of HIV-1, computational assembly studies deliver a putative hydrophobic pore independent of the oligomeric state [42, [95] [96] [97] . Such conformation matches experimental data. However, an architecture like this is somehow in conflict with the current idea of a pore architecture of ion channels. Regarding other structural features, Vpu adopts an experimentally confirmed kink within its TMD which was reported as early as 2002/3 prior to experimental findings [98, 99] . Ser-24 has been marked as a putative candidate involved in the kink [98] and supported by extensive simulations of a Vpu monomer [100] . Computational analysis suggests a range of residues involved in the kink which are close to the residues marked by experiments, Ile-17 [42] .
In the case of p7 of HCV, the idea of a titrable histidine within TMD1 of the protein facing a putative pore can still be validated with models of monomers derived from experiments which are assembled into a bundle. Protein p7 in a parallel aligned arrangement of the two membrane spanning segments is extensively simulated [87, 88] . Analysis of the TMDs using RMSF data allows us to support the experimental findings [47] that both of the TMDs are literally separated into two 'sub-helical' segments with alternate dynamics. Other simulation studies rely on available experimentally derived structures of monomeric p7 to simulate bundle structures [92] .
Structures of cytoplasmic parts of the VCPs have not been generated using purely computational methods. There is one report using sequence alignment of M2 with Vpu to propose structural features of M2 [101] .
Predicting the oligomeric state
The protocols described to derive an oligomeric structure require the number of monomers to form the bundle. In the case of M2 the number of monomers forming the bundle is known experimentally using SDS-PAGE [69] . Protein 2B of polio/coxsackie virus is experimentally proposed to be a tetramer based on experiments with 2B attached to maltose-binding protein [102] . Protein 3a of SARS-CoV is found to form a tetramer out of two dimers [76] while E5 of HPV-16 is found to be a dimer [103] which forms hexamers [20] . The oligomeric state is identified in all cases by expressed and purified protein constructs using SDS-PAGE.
In other cases such as Vpu, this number of monomers is only estimated since experiments do not deliver unambiguous results. Based on pore size estimations relevant for ions to pass the Vpu bundle should exist of five monomers [71] . Thus the pentamer is used in computational modeling studies [71] . In a combined computational-experimental study, evidence for a pentameric state as the smallest unit is given [98] . Synthetic peptides (from SPPS) corresponding to extended segments of the TMD of Vpu have been reconstituted into artificial lipid bilayers to identify channel activity [98] . The observed conductance levels have been correlated with conductance estimates calculated from minimum pore sizes obtained from a sequence of four up to six computational derived bundle models of the respective segments using the program HOLE [104] . Based on these investigations the tetrameric bundle has been excluded as an ion conducting structure.
Simulations of pentameric and hexameric short Vpu peptides including the TMD in an octane slab embedded in water applying the CHARMM19 ff suggest that the pentameric bundle should be the most stable one [105] . The criteria are that in the hexameric bundle one of the TMDs escapes the circular arrangement of the TMDs. A similar situation is also reported for pentameric arrangements of TMDs of Vpu in explicit lipid/water system using the Gromos f96 (ffG45a3) ff [96] .
In another study, the number of monomers forming a functional bundle is estimated to be five on symmetry considerations and energy estimates using classical and replica exchange MD simulations of tetra-to hexameric bundle architectures [91] . Dimer and trimer have not assembled in REMD simulations while the tetra-to hexamer bundles did so. Consequent repeated classical MD with the tetra-to hexamers using CHARMM22 ff. reveals an intact cyclic pentamer after a 10 ns MD simulation while the other two bundles collapse.
At this stage the question of how many monomers finally form the bundle is mainly addressed to Vpu since for most of the other VCPs the oligomeric state is identified experimentally. The major assumption is that the protein should follow the barrel-stave model since in the case of Vpu, distinct conductance states are experimentally observed. A toroidal model has so far not yet been considered in simulation studies as well as in none of the VCP-bundle models. It seems that energetic reasons for either one of the models are not explored to date. It's mainly visual inspection of the bundle architecture and whether it remains in a circular shape which is taken as the main criteria of whether or not the bundle represents a reliable model. Generally, computing used to predicting the oligomeric state is a challenge to be met.
Sequence alignment to derive functional information
The VCPs are assumed to fulfill a similar role as the host companions albeit putatively in a less precise and selective manner. It is tempting to speculate that the sequences have some ancestral relation to the host proteins as proposed for e.g. Vpu [106] . From a sequence relation there would eventually also be a functional and structural relation. In an attempt to address this question sequence alignment studies have been done for Vpu with ion channels and a toxin [107] . Alignment of the TMD of Vpu especially with pore lining TMDs of M2 from nAChR, and TMD αA from toxin ClyA is identified. In other cases the Vpu TMD sequence also matches with those of other ion channels which are not lining the pore. This study underlines the putative channel-pore dualism claimed experimentally for Vpu [16] .
Screening of other polytopic VCPs such as p7 of HCV, 2B of polio virus and 3a of SARS-CoV reveals that the proteins with two TMDs, p7 and 2B from both polio and coxsackie viruses, align with pore lining TMDs of the MscL while 3a with its three TMDs matches best with those TMDs of ligand gated ion channels [108] . It is now tempting to speculate that as more TMDs are available as more the viral proteins become 'host-like'. With this, one can ask whether the VCPs with two TMDs in this case should sense eventual stress caused by curvature within the membrane. Likewise, are VCPs with more TMDs needed to conduct more precise tasks?
There is strong sequence alignment of 2B of coxsackie virus with M4 and M6 of the TM sector of human RyR2 [109] . Both RyR2 segments are not pore lining suggesting that 2B can also be falsely inserted during the RyR2 assembly process leading to miss-functioning RyR2 receptors. Thus, 2B could also have a non-ion channel related task in the viral infectivity cycle.
Looking over the fence, from the alignment study it is suggested that the bitopic VCPs could have some pore like activity with low selectivity and permeability for small molecules while increasing complexity expressed in an increase of the number of TMDs per monomer allows for more 'gated' behavior of the assembled proteins. In terms of a multi-tasking protein, smaller VCPs could act as building block replacements (or attachment) to harm host channels (and other membrane proteins of the host).
Ion selectivity
Assumption of a pentameric assembly of the TMD of Vpu ion selectivity of the protein bundles has been addressed using equilibrated bundle models from a 10 ps restrained MD simulation [71] . Potential energy profiles of ion/channel interaction of Na-and Cl-ions along the pore axis have been generated. Interaction profiles at the C terminal side of the pore have been favorable for Na-ions due to the ring of serines surrounding the pore at that side. Generally, this result matches experimental findings which report Vpu of HIV-1 to be weak (5-6 fold) cation specific [8] . However in a recent experimental study using bilayer recordings the data are interpreted in terms of a simultaneous cation/ anion flux [16] .
PMF calculations have been conducted on a series of monovalent ions to assess the selectivity of a pentameric bundle of Vpu [110] . The wavelike pattern of the PMF values along the pore axis supports the idea that the serines can attract the ions but then the hydrophobic tail towards the N terminal side imposes an energy barrier to any of the ions. The PMF values have been calculated from simulations (i) varying the stiffness of the spring for pulling the ion through the pore to derive initial configuration snapshots for the PMF calculations and (ii) the width of the bundle structure. Independent of these conditions, cations seems to adopt the lower PMF amplitude and are preferred within in the bundle. The differences between anions and cations are not quantified and seen to be marginal. Thus, the data support the experimental findings of the in both cases weak ion selectivity and simultaneous cation/ion permeation.
PMF calculations have also been used to predict selectivity of one of the shortest VCPs found to date, 8a of SARS-CoV [111] (Fig. 3, left) . Calculations on all physiological relevant ions, Na-, K-, Cl-and Ca-ions, reveal a slight preference for cations which is confirmed by conductance experiments [112] .
Another model for which selectivity is addressed by means of computation is p7 [113] . In a model, in which the TMDs of the monomer are aligned parallel and assembled into a hexameric bundle there is a constant voltage applied across the simulation box ( Fig. 3, right) . In a configuration in which relevant pore lining histidines have been uncharged the simulations reveal that e.g. both Cl-and K-or Ca-ions simultaneously permeate across the pore with a preference in numbers for the Cl-ions.
For M2 influenza A ion selectivity studies are limited since very early in the field of M2 research it became apparent that M2 conducts protons. Since protons or H 3 O + is not parameterized in any of the ffs, respective simulations have not been conducted as mentioned above. Important in the investigations of M2 is the criteria of whether the bundle structure allows for the existence of a continuous water column during the simulation [84, 93] .
Gating
Mechanical features of M2 of influenza A are usually derived from classical MD simulation of the prepositioned bundles. In the case of M2 complex dynamics have been proposed [84, 93] . Simulations have also included the pH dependent mechanics of the M2 bundle by protonating each of the relevant His-17 residues individually and separately in the bundle [114, 115] . Detailed mechanical features of the dynamics of the histidines when in a neutral state are revealed [116] . Another classical MD simulation gives the suggestion that a second gate within the pore of M2 is formed by the four Val-27s which are able to disrupt the water column within the pore [117] .
Using second generation MS-EVB2 models on conformations of the M2 channel derived from classical MD simulations a detailed picture of the mechanism of function has been developed [118] . It is suggested from these simulations that the channel allows the proton to pass the ring of four histidines (His-17) rather than a hydronium ion. Similar advanced simulation studies on the gating of other VCPs are lacking.
Structural plasticity suggested by computer simulations
Two of the VCPs are challenging the field;these are Vpu of HIV-1 and p7 of HCV. For both proteins the numbers of monomers forming a functional pore are not defined experimentally (for extensive experimental studies see [95] ). Vpu is supposed not to exceed the pentameric or hexameric state [95, 98] . Protein p7 is experimentally found in hexameric and heptameric states. At this state, classical MD simulations try to support any of these numbers by studying preorganized monomers being docked into oligomers [92, 96, 98] . As an analytical tool structural features such as tilt angles, number of hydrogen-bonds formed between monomers or water dynamics within the pore are used. In both cases, Vpu and p7, it is speculated that the proteins can exist in alternate oligomeric states either during the generation of the final bundles or at equilibrium. Handedness may be irrelevant for functioning (e.g. Vpu [96] ). Protein p7 bundle structure is flexible and can adapt to changes in lipid composition reflected in e.g. altered lipid thickness [92] . Internal protein dynamics in this protein also seem to be pulsatile and highly dynamic [88] . As an interesting feature of the MD simulations, larger bundles allow for water filled pores during the simulation which is used as a highly plausible argument for the 'correctness' of the bundle structure [92] . Thus, a gating mechanism triggered by a change of the oligomeric state rather than protein internal conformational changes could be discussed. Also, for M2 analysis of early simulation data covering 2 ns have been interpreted in breathing motions of the tetramer [94] .
Coarse graining
Coarse-graining may be a solution to the pressing questions of predicting e.g. oligomerization of VCPs. In this respect, CGMD simulations can be applied with models obtained from either computational modeling or experimental data and used in large scale lipid membranes. Since coarse graining of the structure will lead to a freezing of the dynamics of the proteins, the results can be seen on the basis of the parameters used to describe non-bonded interactions. Thus steric and diffusive features will be a relevant output of the simulations.
Another coarse grained technique is the BFM. It is used to deliver generic information which is based on the principle of size exclusion. Originally, the method was intended to propose the organization and assembly of polymers [119] . The beads used are not parameterized. The fold of rhodopsin has been modeled [120] as well as the mechanism of oligomerization of prion proteins [121] and as well as the fold of rhodopsin. In recent reports the penetration of amphiphilic copolymers into lipid membranes has been investigated on the basis of the BFM [122, 123] . The beads representing the molecules as well as the beads representing water both have been parameterized according to macroscopic properties such as degree of hydrophobicity to foster relevant interactions. It is up to future investigations to find out how much BFM contributes to the pressing question of fold of the extramembrane parts of the VCPs and the degree of oligomerization.
Drugs
Large drug screening reports using docking approaches are sparse for VCPs. Due to the unprecedented situation of available crystal structures with drugs bound to M2 of influenza A classical MD simulations are performed to explore the stability of the protein-ligand model [124] . Relative free energies of drug derivatives are obtained via TCP method with the M2 structure to which the drug amantadine is bound [125] . PMF calculations have been used to explore the energetics of the drugs found in experiments in contact with M2 of influenza A [126, 127] and B [127] .
Interactions of drugs with the VCPs have mostly been modeled for p7 using available docking software with computationally derived models [87, 128] . In other studies, experimentally based structures have been used [51] .
Information output from computational modeling
Definition of structure is based on the quality of the secondary structure prediction programs and limited to the prediction of the length of the TMDs. These prediction programs serve well to deliver a putative starting structure which could be further refined by MD simulations. However, with the bundle model of p7 derived from NMR experiments [52] , the bar has been raised. Such a structure could not have been proposed with the current techniques and protocols. It remains up to future studies to deliver solutions for the generation of plausible monomeric and oligomeric structures on the basis of the primary and secondary structures.
Modeling the oligomeric state of the VCPs is still in the need of knowing the numbers of monomers forming the oligomeric state and with it the bundle structure still depends on experimental data. Structural information then depends on the applied techniques such as docking approaches and classical MD simulations. Approaching the oligomeric state by allowing a diffusional degree of freedom using CG models has not yet been reported.
Computational modeling data support the experimentally emerging picture of dynamic and GT specific models of individual VCPs. This stand in contrast to the knowledge about the ion channels of the host which Fig. 3 . Computational model of pentameric 8a bundle built from the first 22 amino acids and the potential of mean force (PMF) profile for a Na-(black), K-(red), Cl-(pink) and Ca-ion (blue) (left side) (see also figure 4 in [111] ). One of the TMD of 8a is removed to see inside the lumen of the pore. A structural representation of a hexameric p7 bundle (HCV) simulated in the presence of a 1 M solution of CaCl 2 at the end of a 200 ns MD simulation (right side) (see also figures 3A and 4 in [113] ). The bundle is embedded into a hydrated (water shown as lichorice triangles) lipid bilayer (lipid molecules are omitted for clarity). Ca-ions are shown in green, Cl-ions in cyan. Ion permeation when applied a set of voltages across the membrane system is shown in an I/V type diagram where the y-axis shows the ion counts. are larger and found in defined oligomeric states and with a welldefined structure and gating behavior. The cytoplasmic parts of many of the VCPs are still a white spot in computer based structure modeling of the VCPs.
Outlook to unresolved questions
The simulation techniques rely upon structural models or if fully used as a self-contained approach on simplified assumptions. The dynamics within the proteins can then be readily investigated and specific features can be proposed. In the field of VCPs there is a hypothesis emerging that is 'defined channel versus crude assemblies'. The proteins may be seen as highly dynamic in their quaternary structure and are already captured by experiments being in a kind of oligomerization equilibrium within the lipid membrane. Computational studies using coarse grained techniques could spear head and explore the hypothesis.
Another feature for which the VCP could serve as an interesting playground is the mechanism of how a pore is finally formed which in the end allows for ion/substrate permeation. Are defined channel formed or rather crude assemblies in which eventually pores are formed? These assemblies would also able to interact with host or viral factors. In contrast to ion channels of the host, where structural information is emerging thoroughly by now, structural data for viral channels are sparse. This is due to experimental difficulties of handling small peptides and the small proteins in general with available preparation techniques.
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